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“UC InternatIonal new Year’s eve 2019”

By Pheakphea Socheata, President of The University of Cambodia Student Senate, 13th Mandate
On 24th December, 2019, The University of Cambodia Student Senate organized 
the “UC International New Year’s Eve 2019” for charity under the theme “New 
Year New Hope”. The purpose of this concert was to celebrate Christmas Eve and 
New Year with all students, staff and faculty members at UC and to do fundraising 
to support a local English community school in Kompong Speu Province. 

There were many activities during the whole day of the event, such as food and 
drink exhibitions, taking photos with the photo zone that was designed by organizers of UCSS, and many 
performances on stage, both traditional and modern. Mr. Ny Ratana, Ms. Vy Dyneth, Ms. Mina and Mr. 
Bobo were our honorable guest stars who performed during our concert as part of their humanitarian effort 
to raise funds for our targeted charity. There were about 800 people who participated in our event.

We, the UCSS, would like to express our sincere gratitude to H.E. Dr. KAO Kim Hourn, Founder and 
President of the University of Cambodia for fully supporting all of the previous projects as well as this 
project too.

On 24th December, 2019, The University of Cambodia Student Senate organized the “UC International 
New Year’s Eve 2019” for charity under the theme “New Year New Hope”. The purpose of this concert 
was to celebrate Christmas Eve and New Year with all students, staff and faculty members at UC and to 
do fundraising to support a local English community school in Kompong Speu Province. 

There were many activities during the whole day of the event, such as food and drink exhibitions, taking 
photos with the photo zone that was designed by organizers of UCSS, and many performances on stage, 
both traditional and modern. Mr. Ny Ratana, Ms. Vy Dyneth, Ms. Mina and Mr. Bobo were our honorable 
guest stars who performed during our concert as part of their humanitarian effort to raise funds for our 
targeted charity. There were about 800 people who participated in our event.

We, the UCSS, would like to express our sincere gratitude to H.E. Dr. KAO Kim Hourn, Founder and 
President of the University of Cambodia for fully supporting all of the previous projects as well as this 
project too.

Senior and Junior day
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By Pheakphea Socheata, President of The University of Cambodia Student Senate, 13th Mandate

Mr. Chhean Brasit, Director of Skills and Career Development Center, SCDC

National Career and Productivity Fair 2019

On Saturday 2nd November, The University of Cambodia Student Senate, with assistance from the Office 
of Human Resources, led 33 students to join an event at the Ministry of Labor and Vocational Training. The 
event, called the National Career Fair and Productivities 2019 at Koh Pich, took place in the afternoon and 
had two speakers who presented on two different topics. Dr. Richard Marshall, an economist at UNDP 
Cambodia, presented about Industry 4.0 – what it might mean for productivity and employment in Cambodia. 
Mr. Sim Sokcheng, Research Fellow CDRI, presented about economic returns to investment in education 
and TVET. 

At the end of the training, we visited the booth exhibitions which provided many job opportunities. Besides 
that, there were many games and activities for us to play related to employment and we got lots of souvenirs 
from the booth exhibitions.

The students who joined the event were really excited that UC selected them, which provided them more 
opportunities, knowledge, and a better chance for those who were looking for a job. 

Public Speaking Show

The Skills and Career Development Center hosted the “Public Speaking” show at The University 
of Cambodia on November 22, 2019, 01th floor from 11:30 AM to 1:00 PM. There were 4 students, 
Chourn Chamnan, Khean Ravyvuthika, Kheang Hongkry, and Ung Rongphaltevy who completed 
the public speaking workshop. They gave advice and shared their ideas to their peer classmates, mostly 
about campus-related issues. Mr. Travis Mitchell, Director of the Council for Research and Creativity, 
challenged the students. He suggested students to learn ways to present the topic directly and clearly, 
pronounce words correctly, and use appropriate grammar. After a long time of practicing, students were 
able to engage in a new experience of doing public speaking. They became more natural in speaking, and 
were able to effectively deliver a speech in public.
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On Thursday, 24 October 2019, The University of Cambodia held a 
special event in order to recognize Dr. Rikhi Thakral and his significant 
contributions to education, which have impacted the development of 
Cambodia and the region. The University of Cambodia conferred a UC 
Distinguished Professorship in Humanities on him at the UC Conference 
Center, with over 200 participants present. 

The UC Distinguished Professorship is a relatively new award at UC, 
and it was created because UC found a need to honor those individuals 
who have a particular insight into education. Recipients have 
accumulated a lot of experience and UC believes they deserve a 
platform to be able to deliver lectures and give advice to our students. 
Thus, recipients of the UC Distinguished Professorship have an open 

invitation to lecture to students, faculty, and/or staff.

Dr. Rikhi Thakral has been a long-time supporter of UC, and has particular insights into education and 
human resource development. He has donated numerous scholarships and resources to help Cambodians 
obtain an education without worries about costs. Through his In-Sewa Foundation, Dr. Rikhi Thakral has 
initiated several programs to support disadvantaged children, including improving water and sanitation, 
empowering those with disabilities, and providing assistance during natural disasters. These programs have 
helped shape the personal development of many Cambodians in their transition to adulthood, thereby 
expanding their horizons and further developing the nation’s economy and society. 

By Mr. Travis Mitchell, Director of the Council for Research and Creativity

UC Confers the UC DistingUisheD ProfessorshiP in hUmanities on Dr. rikhi thakral
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UC Confers the UC DistingUisheD ProfessorshiP in hUmanities on Dr. rikhi thakral

Dr. Kao Kim Hourn, Founder, Chairman of the Board of Trustees and President of The University of 
Cambodia, opened the program and introduced all the important work Dr. Rikhi Thakral has done in 
Cambodia and the region. He thanked him for his excellent work and lasting friendship, as he has helped 
UC tremendously. After his speech, Dr. Kao Kim Hourn conferred on him the UC Distinguished Professorship 
in Humanities to much applause. Immediately following, Dr. Kao presented Certificates of Appreciation to 
Mr. Arvinder Singh Bedi and Ms. Monica Eden Joyce Garcia Marin, Members of Dr. Rikhi Thakral’s staff, 
for their hard work, coordination, and facilitation with UC. The program closed with a photo session with 
staff and students. 

Introducing The Tony Fernandes School of Business . . .

The Tony Fernandes School of Business (formerly known as the College of 
Management) has consistently been one of the largest schools at The University 
of Cambodia. With more than ten years of proven success in preparing its 
students for the labor market, The TFSB emphasizes five key elements for its 
students: #Entrepreneurship #Leadership #Technology 
#Creativity and #Innovation. Come see why national and 
international employers consistently seek out The TFSB 
graduates!

Scan to connect to our facebook page here 
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UC SCholarShip       awarding Ceremony
By Mr. Travis Mitchell, Director of the Council for Research and Creativity

On 25 October 2019, The University of Cambodia hosted the UC 
Scholarship Awarding Ceremony at the SEATV Auditorium, with several 
hundred students, faculty, staff, and parents attending. The UC Scholarship 
Awarding Ceremony recognized and celebrated the recipients of the many 
prestigious scholarships that UC offered this year. In 2019, UC had four 
categories of scholarships for students:
1. The Cambodia – Timor-Leste Friendship Scholarships 2019-2023
2. Scholarships in Support of Human Resource Development in Cambodia 
Based on the Recommendation of Eminent Personalities

 3. Samdech Techo Hun Sen’s Vision 500 Scholarships – 2019
 4. Scholarships in Support of Human Resource Development in Cambodia

These scholarships have allowed hundreds of deserving students to obtain a Bachelor’s degree and help 
contribute to human resource development, which is a priority of the Royal Government of Cambodia. 
Prof. Keo Chhea, Dean of the Techo Sen School of Government and International Relations, delivered the 
Welcome Remarks, which provided a comprehensive background on the scholarships given at UC since its 
inception. Then, Dr. Kao Kim Hourn, Founder, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, and President of The 
University of Cambodia, gave the keynote address, in which he handed out ten pieces of advice for all the 
new students. He encouraged students to study hard throughout the term, to connect with faculty, to become 
engaged in university activities, to develop their soft skills, and to never give up. 
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UC SCholarShip       awarding Ceremony
After his motivating speech, several distinguished guests conferred the scholarship certificates on the 
students. H.E. Mrs. Felicidade de Sousa Guterres, Ambassador of the Democratic Republic of Timor-
Leste to the Kingdom of Cambodia, conferred the official award certificates of the Cambodia – Timor-Leste 
Friendship Scholarships 2019-2023. Then, H.E. Mr. Sudirman Haseng, Ambassador of the Republic of 
Indonesia to the Kingdom of Cambodia, handed out the official award certificates of the Scholarships in 
Support of Human Resource Development in Cambodia Based on the Recommendation of Eminent 
Personalities. Afterwards, Dato’ Sri Prof. Dr. Tahir, MBA, Founder of Mayapada Group and Leading 
International Philanthropist, conferred the official award certificates of the Samdech Techo Hun Sen’s 
Vision 500 Scholarships – 2019. Finally, H.E. Chea Thory, Secretary of Ministry of Public Works and 
Transport, and H.E. Dr. Kao Kim Hourn handed out the official award certificates of the Scholarships in 
Support of Human Resource Development in Cambodia.

Dr. Kao Kim Hourn closed the events with some parting advice and then asked the students to join him for 
a photo session. The University of Cambodia would like to congratulate all the recipients of our prestigious 
scholarships for this academic year! 
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By Mr. Travis Mitchell, Director of the Council for Research and Creativity 

U C  C o N F e r s  t h e  U C  D i s t i N g U i s h e D  P r o F e s s o r s h i P  a N D  h o N o r a r y  M e M b e r s h i P  t o 
t h e  b o a r D  o F  t r U s t e e s  o N  D a t o ’  s r i  P r o F .  D r .  t a h i r ,  M b a

The University of Cambodia conferred both the UC Distinguished Professorship in Humanities and the 
Honorary Membership to the Board of Trustees on Dato’ Sri Prof. Dr. Tahir, MBA on Friday, 25 October 
2019 at the SEATV Auditorium. This ceremony immediately followed the Honorary Doctorate conferment 
ceremony, where both Dato’ Sri Prof. Dr. Tahir, MBA and H.E. Chea Thory were honored.

 

Dr. Kao Kim Hourn, Founder, Chairman of the Board of Trustees and President of The University of 
Cambodia, opened the program by reading the award for the UC Distinguished Professorship in Humanities. 
This award is conferred on those who have made a significant contribution to education, which has impacted 
the development of Cambodia and the region. Recipients of the UC Distinguished Professorship have an 
open invitation to lecture to students, faculty, and/or staff, per their availability. Sharing their experiences 
and advice in the fields of the humanities and business would be advantageous for our UC community, and 
the students would undoubtedly appreciate learning from outside traditional textbooks. 

Through his work at the Tahir Foundation, Dato’ Sri Prof. Dr. Tahir, MBA initiated several programs to 
support disadvantaged citizens, especially for those facing the greatest barriers to the advancement of their 
quality of life. In particular, he has provided numerous scholarships to youth, offered to finance heart 
surgery for patients from low socio-economic backgrounds, and provided free cancer treatment for 
underprivileged children. These programs have not only greatly alleviated human suffering around the 
world, but also provided hope, inspiration and education to those in the most need. The University of 
Cambodia decided to honor his accomplishments and welcome him with this professorship, so that he may 
spread his profound knowledge of education and development with The University of Cambodia community 
and beyond.
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U C  C o N F e r s  t h e  U C  D i s t i N g U i s h e D  P r o F e s s o r s h i P  a N D  h o N o r a r y  M e M b e r s h i P  t o 
t h e  b o a r D  o F  t r U s t e e s  o N  D a t o ’  s r i  P r o F .  D r .  t a h i r ,  M b a

Then, in addition to being awarded the UC Distinguished Professorship in Humanities, Dato’ Sri Prof. Dr. 
Tahir, MBA was given the title of “Honorary Member of the Board of Trustees of The University of 
Cambodia.” Honorary Members of the Board of Trustees aim to raise the profile of The University of 
Cambodia by leading fundraising efforts and finding creative ways to engage stakeholders. Through regular 
contact with UC, these members seek new opportunities for the University to grow and develop. Dato’ Sri 
Prof. Dr. Tahir, MBA was awarded this title due to his steadfast dedication to education and human resource 
development, as well his outstanding contributions to Indonesia, ASEAN, and the global community. 
The University of Cambodia would like to congratulate Dato’ Sri Prof. Dr. Tahir, MBA for his numerous 
awards and achievements!
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UC ConferS honorary doCtoral degreeS on dato’ Sri prof. dr. tahir, mBa and h.e. Chea thory

By Mr. Travis Mitchell, Director of the Council for Research and Creativity
On Friday, 25 October 2019, The University of Cambodia conferred 
Honorary Doctoral Degrees on two renowned guests of honor at the 
SEATV Auditorium. Dato’ Sri Prof. Dr. Tahir, MBA from Indonesia 
and H.E. CHEA Thory from Cambodia were recognized for their 
outstanding achievements. 

The program opened with some Welcome Remarks from Dr. Kao Kim 
Hourn, Founder, Chairman of the Board of Trustees and President of 
The University of Cambodia, and he stressed that The University of 
Cambodia wants to recognize exceptional individuals from Cambodia 

and abroad who are changing the world and are role models for Cambodian youth. He also stated that both 
recipients serve as leaders for Cambodia’s young people and he hoped that they will share their personal 
experiences so that the students could learn more. 

The program first recognized Dato’ Sri Prof. Dr. Tahir, MBA, who is a leading international businessman 
and philanthropist whose actions have ensured that the most disadvantaged humans around the world 
have access to safe housing and educational opportunities, even in times of crisis. He has earned many 
accolades and achievements due to his entrepreneurial spirit and strong leadership. Ms. Gina Lopez, Vice 
President for International Affairs and Dean of The Tony Fernandes School of Business of The University 
of Cambodia, then read the citation for him. Afterwards, Dr. Kao Kim Hourn conferred the Honorary 
Doctoral degree in International Business on Dato’ Sri Prof. Dr. Tahir, MBA, who then delivered his 
acceptance speech. He highlighted his humble beginnings and discussed his desire to get to know the 
students better. He also spoke on how he wanted to ensure that he never distanced himself from a luxurious 
lifestyle to those in need, which is why he travels so much to volatile regions around the world and donates 
so much. 
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UC ConferS honorary doCtoral degreeS on dato’ Sri prof. dr. tahir, mBa and h.e. Chea thory
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Then, UC started the second part 
of the event and recognized H.E. Chea Thory, Secretary of Ministry of Public Works and Transport. H.E. 
Chea Thory has dedicated his professional career to public service in hopes of positively impacting the lives 
of all citizens of Cambodia, especially the youth. He has also made numerous contributions to community 
development, in particular in rural areas, in order to strengthen national defense, education, infrastructure, 
and religion. Mr. Keo Chhea, Dean of the Techo Sen School of Government and International Relations 
at The University of Cambodia, read his citation and asked Dr. Kao Kim Hourn to confer the Honorary 
Doctoral degree in Public Service on him, which he graciously accepted. 

At the closing of the event, Dr. Kao Kim Hourn reiterated his profound thanks to both individuals for being 
a beacon to the Cambodian youth and invited them to return to The University of Cambodia at any time 
they would like. 
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the diStingUiShed pUBliC leCtUre SerieS: “SoCial reSponSiBility and finanCial performanCe: iS it a trade-off?

On October 31, 2019, the University of Cambodia (The UC) represented 
by the ASEAN Study Center (ASC)in partnership with the Embassy of the 
Republic of Indonesia in the Kingdom of Cambodia, organized the 
Distinguished Public Lecture Series: ‘’Social Responsibility and Financial 
Performance: Is it a Trade-Off.’’ The Distinguished Lecture was held in 
the Cambodia Hall on the 10th Floor of the UC Building, attended by the 
First Secretary and Senior Diplomats of the Embassy of the Republic of 
Indonesia, UC Executives, faculty and students with over 90 
participants.

Upon the commencement of the Public Lecture Series, Dr. Chhun Vannak, a representative of The 
University of Cambodia and Director of ASEAN Study Center, warmly welcomed and introduced Dr. 
Yunieta Anny Nainggolan, Director of Graduate Programs of Science in Management, School of Business 
and Management, Institut Teknologi Bundung, Indonesia, to the audience. He also expressed his high 
appreciations to the Embassy of the Republic of Indonesia in Phnom Penh to facilitate this and the 
Indonesian guest speakers for spending their valuable time to address social responsibility issues pertaining 
to the financing and management of resources as a crucial means of inclusively balanced development.
In his opening remarks, Dr. Chhun Vannak emphasized, ‘First, UC is highly committed to life-long 
learning and intellectual community development. Second, it is committed to the quality of education and 
to the community services and engagement. Third, it is committed to contributing to the overall balanced 
development of Cambodia and ASEAN.’  He also stressed that green campus development and green 
growth education research and exchanges were essential to orient an economy towards the Cambodian 
Sustainable Development Goals, propelled by inclusive green growth.

Dr. Yunieta Anny Nainggolan expressed her high appreciation to the ASEAN Study Center, The University 
of Cambodia and the Embassy of the Republic of Indonesia in Cambodia for having organized such a 
special lecture for her. 

During her public lecture, Dr. Yunieta Anny Naiggolan explained corporate social responsibility (CSR) as 
vital to business operations and a company’s performance. CSR assists in branding for a product, good or 
service, thereby raising the reputation of a corporation, and then, generating an increase in sales and 
growth of the corporation.

By Dr. Chhun Vannak, Director of the ASEAN Study Center
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the diStingUiShed pUBliC leCtUre SerieS: “SoCial reSponSiBility and finanCial performanCe: iS it a trade-off?

Dr. Yunieta Anny Naiggolan continued to illustrate the essence of a corporation’s long-term sustainable 
operations closely associated with cost-reducing, focus and differentiation leadership strategies. This 
requires integration of environmental cost through an environmental impact assessment (EIA) report into 
a production cycle and the entire company’s business policy and corporate operations. In that regard, a 
synergy of the CSR and the EIA is a means to balance financial performance of a corporation with its 
market share in an industry. According to her explanation in that sense, a corporation would be able to deal 
with a trade-off between social responsibility and financial performance. Here, a corporation keeps itself 
being competitive in a marketplace and existing in a relevant industry, responding to increasing demands 
of its customers and stakeholders.

Adding to the theme of her lecture, Dr. Yunieta Anny Naiggolan depicted how to obtain a scholarship to 
study at her university from a Bachelor, Master to a Doctoral study program. She encouraged UC students 
to apply for a scholarship to study at her program and universities in Indonesia. She also opened up an 
opportunity for collaboration on education, especially for exchanges of students and faculty, as well as 
joint academic research with UC’s relevant offices, for instance, co-supervision of either Master’s or 
Doctoral thesis/dissertation.

The Distinguished Public Lecture enriched the participants with an understanding of business ethics, 
relevant knowledge, value of corporate social responsibility and environmental impact assessment as the 
core of any business, transactions and corporation. Dr. Chhun Vannak provided a token of appreciations 
and gifts to Dr. Yunieta Anny Nainggolan, Director of Graduate Programs of Science in Management, 
School of Business and Management, first secretary and diplomats of the Embassy of the Republic of 
Indonesia in Phnom Penh, and the Indonesian delegation exchanged the gifts with UC.

The ASEAN Study Center (ASC) would like to announce a book drive to create UC’s very own  ASEAN 
Library. Donated books related to ASEAN Nations’ domestic and international affairs will make a lasting 
impact on the UC community.  It makes a huge difference to have such books at our center in order for 
students to learn from the many admirable ASEAN leaders that have helped transform our dynamic ASEAN 
Community.  As we count down to the ASEAN Economic Community, the ASEAN Study Center (ASC) will 
do all we can to help raise awareness and understanding of our diverse community. 

If individuals or institutions would like to donate resources to help build ASC’s capacity to promote ASEAN 
awareness, please take a few minutes to come visit our center.  Dr. Chhun Vannak, our Director, is always 
available to set up a visit for you, or to answer any questions you may have. Please don’t hesitate to call him 
at 070-538-510, or email him at director_asc@uc.edu.kh.

Book Drive for the     
         ASEAN Study Center
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On October 26, 2019 The University of Cambodia hosted 32 students from Happy Chandara Organization. 

The visit started with a brief introduction about The University of Cambodia presented by Mr. Hor 

Kimheng as well as the team from The University of Cambodia. Dr. Nhor Sanhei, Vice President for 

Academic Affairs, offered academic counseling about choosing a major in The University of Cambodia. 

In addition, the team also stated in the presentation about the importance of pursuing higher education 

especially for female students to become a strong foundation for our country in the future. Adding on the 

presentation, the team also toured the students around the campus. In the end, everyone enjoyed their visit 

to The University of Cambodia and we hope that all of them will pursue higher education, especially at 

The University of Cambodia.

HAPPY CHANDARA VISITS THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBODIA 

By Ms. Choeun Sreynoy, Assistant Officer of OPACA .
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On November 6, 2019, members of The University of 
Cambodia attended an orientation was to understand 
more about how to protect Cambodian youth from the 
transmission of HIV. 

The Cambodian Red Cross Representative delivered a 
lecture on HIV orientation that all students have to be 
careful with its effects. Then students did some quizzes 
related to HIV knowledge. 

At the end of the orientation, there were recommendations 
and suggestions for HIV prevention with very good 
remarks. 

workShop on hiV orientation to yoUth in CamBodia 

By Dr. Nhor Sanhei, Vice President for Academic Affairs

The School of Creative Arts (SCA) was founded on April 26, 2018 under the leadership and guidance 
of His Excellency Dr. Kao Kim Hourn, Founder, Chairman of the Board of Trustees and President of 
The University of Cambodia. SCA primarily consists of three parts: (1) Music and Songs (2) Dancing 
and (3) Drama. SCA will offer certificate programs, Associate’s Degrees, and Bachelor’s Degrees, all of 
which have curricula that are designed to meet national and international standards. This will help 
ensure that students will become professional artists, teachers, and leading researchers. For the new 
Academic Year 2018-2019, The University of Cambodia is offering several scholarships. For more 
information, please contact the Office of Admissions, Information, and Registration.
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By Mr. Travis Mitchell, Director of the Council for Research and Creativity

Conferment of the honorary DoCtoral           Degree on h.e. Kay rala Xanana gusmão

On Wednesday, 20 November 2019, The University of Cambodia 
conferred an Honorary Doctorate in International Peace on H.E. 
Kay Rala Xanana Gusmão, Former President and Former Prime 
Minister of Timor-Leste and Eminent Person of the g7+¸at the SEATV 
Auditorium in front of 500 distinguished guests, UC faculty, staff, and 
students. 

The University of Cambodia awarded its 46th Honorary Doctorate 
degree since its founding in 2003 on him for three reasons. First, H.E. 
Kay Rala Xanana Gusmão led the Timorese resistance that secured 
independence for his people and became the first President of Timor-

Leste before serving as its Prime Minister. Second, he used his extensive experiences to help promote peace 
through dialogue and reconciliation as part of the g7+, thus positively impacting millions of people around the 
world. Third, his steadfast leadership and unceasing dedication to the Timorese people serves as an inspiration to 
the youth of ASEAN, including Cambodia.

Accompanying H.E. Kay Rala Xanana Gusmão was H.E. Mrs. Felicidade de Sousa Guterres, Ambassador of 
the Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste to the Kingdom of Cambodia, Dr. Helder da Costa, Secretary General 
of g7+, and many others. 
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Conferment of the honorary DoCtoral           Degree on h.e. Kay rala Xanana gusmão

Dr. Kao Kim Hourn, Founder, Chairman of the Board of Trustees and President of The University of Cambodia, 
delivered the Opening Remarks and emphasized the close cooperation that UC and Timor-Leste have had in the 
past three years. He stated that this has been done in the ASEAN spirit of cooperation and has helped strengthen 
bilateral ties. 

Dr. Nhor Sanhei, Vice President for Academic Affairs, then read the citation of H.E. Kay Rala Xanana Gusmão, 
before Dr. Kao Kim Hourn conferred on him the Honorary Doctorate in International Peace from the College of 
Arts and Humanities. 

H.E. Kay Rala Xanana Gusmão then delivered an inspiring speech where he discussed Timor-Leste’s troubled 
past and its marked moves towards reconciliation, progress, and development, and he thanked The University 
of Cambodia for this honor. The event closed with a photo session, including with the ten recipients of the 
Cambodia – Timor-Leste Friendship Scholarships 2019-2023, and a tour of the UC campus. 
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By: Mr. Sinath NORM, Director for the Office of Human Resources

UC PRESIDENT’S MEETING wITH STUDENTS

Dr. Kao Kim Hourn, Founder, Chairman of the Board of Trustees and 
President of The University of Cambodia, met with students in four 
different sessions. On 22 November 2019, he met in the morning and 
evening with students and faculty members at the SEATV Auditorium, 
while in the afternoon he met with students at the UC Conference 
Center on the 5th floor of the main building. He met with the weekend 
students on 7 December 2019, also in the UC Conference Center. 
Approximately 700 students attended the four sessions. 

He shared and contributed his knowledge, as well as provided his own ideas about how to improve students’ 
habits and prepare for their professional life. He encouraged the students to respect the policies of The 
University of Cambodia, read the UC Catalogues, respect the class schedule, submit their assignments on 
time, and avoid procrastinating. He also advised students to meet often with their teachers and Deans, so 
they can learn more and prepare better for a successful career. 

 

UC Bulle t in
The

If you wish to provide articles, comments, complaints, or suggestions for the improvement of the UC Bulletin, or 
you would like to apply for a student internship, please contact Mr. Travis Mitchell, at director_crc@uc.edu.kh
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By Mr. Travis Mitchell, Director of the Council for Research and Creativity

4 t h  A n n u A l  S t u d e n t  A c A d e m i c  l e A d e r S h i p  c o n f e r e n c e

On 29 November 2019, The University of 
Cambodia hosted the 4th annual Student 
Academic Leadership Conference in the former 
E-Library on the first floor. This o n e - d a y 
e v e n t  w a s  designed to give students the 
opportunity to be the experts for the day and to 
practice speaking in front of a large audience; the 
students listening in turn were able to experience 
another medium for learning. 
The organizer of the event, Mr. Travis Mitchell, 
Director of the Council for Research and Creativity, 
kept the same format as last year which is similar to 
the World Economic Forum, with each session 
containing four speakers and one moderator from 
two different colleges. The speakers would present 
on a topic for ten minutes each before the moderator 
would open up a question and answer session with 
the audience. This style was used to encourage 
students to effectively use visual aids, present clearly 
and concisely, and capture the attention of the 
audience. 
The day began with an Opening Session chaired by 
Dr. Kao Kim Hourn, Founder, Chairman of the 
Board of Trustees and President of The University of 
Cambodia, who delivered an inspiring speech to 
students. He focused on the five principles of “grit” 
and encouraged the students to take an active role in 
university life. The day itself was divided into four 
one-hour sessions so that all weekday students had a 
chance to join. 

The first session was co-hosted by the College of 
Law and the College of Social Sciences and they 
chose the topic “US-China Trade War in the 21st 
Century.” Mr. Ou Sievfong and Mr. Seng Sonheng 
from CoSS and Ms. Rous Chantra and Mr. Svay 
Vannmony from CoL gave informative presentations, 
and Ms. Meas Kannitha served as an excellent 
moderator for the session. 

In the afternoon, The Tony Fernandes School of 
Business, represented by Ms. Hout Chhungbouy and 
Mr. Tek Senglong and moderator Mr. Seng 
Sokkheang, and the School of Foreign Languages, 
represtened by Mr. Kuch Darat and Ms. Norn Soklin, 
presented on the topic “Role of communication in 
international business” and had several lively 
activities to capture the students’ attention. 

The second afternoon session was shared between 
with College of Media and Communications and the 
School of Creative Arts. Ms. Kim Boti acted as the 
moderator and welcomed CMC students Mr. Pang 
Samnang and Ms. Lay Dalin who shared their media 
and MC experiences. Then, Ms. Chea Chanthy and 
Mr. Mom Manoy from SCA performed a beautiful 
dance called the “Peacock Love.” 
The final session was hosted by the College of 
Science and Technology, represented by Ms. Thon 
Moniroth and Mr. Soeun Sameat, and The Tony 
Fernandes School of Business, represented by Ms. 
Touch Monykeo and Mr. Seng Channarith, along 
with the moderator Mr. Seng Sokkheang; the 
speakers discussed the connections between 
technology and business, with CoST focusing more 
on the technical applications side and TFSB 
highlighting social media. 
Over three hundred and fifty students were able to 
participate in this year’s conference, and the students 
did a fantastic job presenting their knowledge for the 
audience. 
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donation of ConStitUtional BookletS from the ConStitUtional CoUnCil of CamBodia to the UC College of law

The University of Cambodia (UC) represented by 
the ASEAN Study Center in close cooperation with 
the Embassy of Brunei Darussalam in the Kingdom 
of Cambodia, on 5th December 2019, organized the 
Distinguished Public Lecture Series: ‘Lessons on 
Leadership – A Personal Reflective Journey; Skill 
Development Ecosystem for Digital Intelligence 
Workforce.’ The Distinguished Lecture was held in 
the Cambodia Hall on the 5th Floor of the UC 
Building, attended by a group of investors from 
Brunei Darussalam, diplomats of the Embassy of 
Brunei Darussalam in Phnom Penh, UC Executives, 
Faculty and students with more than 300 
participants.
Dr. Chhun Vannak, a Representative of the 
University of Cambodia and Director of ASEAN 
Study Center, warmly welcomed the honored guest 
speakers, in particular H.E. Dato Dr. Zulkarnain 
Hanafi, Former Minister of Health of Brunei 
Darussalam, and Mr. Shivaam Sharma, Founder and 
CEO, Trans Neuron Technologies Company, 
Bangalore, India and introduced their backgrounds 
and brief accomplishments to the audience. Dr. 
Chhun Vannak also expressed his great thanks on 
behalf of the UC and the ASC to H.E. Bruneian 
Ambassador Pengiran Kasmirhan Pengiran Tahir, 
and Embassy of Brunei Darussalam in Phnom Penh 
to facilitate the arrangement of this valuable 
leadership lecture and the guest speakers to share 
their leadership experiences and skills.
Dr. Chhun Vannak underscored three Cs, like 1. 
Commitment; 2. Common goals for prosperity, and 
3. Courage to take joint action.  For the commitment, 
Dr. Chhun raised high commitment of UC to 
building on a center of academic excellence, a 
culture of research and dynamic partnerships for 
quality of education.  He continued to explain the 
second C, ‘Cambodia and universities are fully 

engaging the youth and people of all strata of life for 
the balanced development as stated in Cambodia’s 
Sustainable Development Goals 2030, being 
strongly supported by Cambodia’s Inclusive Green 
Growth emphasizing the Balanced Development 
among four dimensions, economy, environment, 
culture and society’ as defined in National Policy on 
Green Growth, National Strategic Plan on Green 
Growth 2013-2030.
As far as the Third C: Courage to take joint action is 
concerned, Dr. Chhun Vannak stated, ‘we shall 
combine our efforts and act urgently now for the 
achievement of SDGs Goal 4 Quality of Education 
for All. It is achieved by effective leadership, team, 
partnerships and broader collaboration, especially 
the wide spread of ICT and technology application 
for rapid access to reliable information and skilled 
education and trainings.’

During his Distinguished Public Lecture, H.E. Dato 
Dr. Zulkarnain Hanafi, Head of the Delegation 
and Former Minister of Health of Brunei Darussalam 
enunciated seven lessons on leadership from his 
personal experience, such as: ‘1. Enjoy your work, 
2. You are not indispensible, 3. Leadership is about 
listening and learning, 4. Leadership is a team sport, 
5. Leadership is about disruptive change, 6. 
Leadership is about delivery and 7. Leadership and 
Vision.’ He explained all the seven lessons in detail, 
including passion, motivating people, positive 
energy, problem solving, pinnacle leadership, 
training and coaching other to be leaders, team spirit 
and teamwork, associating yourself with people 
smarter than you, consulting with co-workers and 
partners, change management, thinking out of the 
box, acting differently, continued practices and 
adopting clear, precise, meaningful, captive and 
appealing vision. 

By Dr. Chhun Vannak, Director of the ASEAN Study Center

uC in ACtion
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Excellency Dato Dr. Zulkarnain Hanafi stressed 
four types of industrial revolutions in illustrating an 
evolving organization and leadership. The First 
Industry Revolution starts with steam and power 
mechanism. The Second Industrial Revolution 
involves mass production lines run by electrical 
power. The Third Industrial Revolution centers on 
the automated production driven by electronics, 
programmable logic controllers, IT systems and 
robotics. Today, the Fourth Industrial Revolution 
accelerates by autonomous decision making of cyber 
physical systems run by machine learning through 
cloud technology. The industrial revolutions from 1 
to 4.0 arouse organizational change and necessitate 
dynamics of leading, directing and managing people 
and institutions, following new skills, adaption, 
flexibility and change management approach as well 
as three principles as emphasized H.E. Dr. 
Zulkarnain, ‘Treat co-workers as people, be 
objective and transparent, serve to the best interest 
of an organization.’ The seven leadership lessons as 
explained by Dr. Zulkarnain Hanafi well illustrate 
a future direction of the would-be effective leaders 
to lead an institution and organization.

Upon delivering his discourse as part of the 
Distinguished Public Lecture Series, Mr. Shivaam 
Sharma, Founder and CEO, Trans Neuron 

Technologies Company, raised an e-education 
ecosystem platform as essential to educate 
stakeholders with the right knowledge and skills to 
adapt to the Industrial Revolution 4.0. Through the 
electronic Ecosystem Platform, trainees and students 
had an opportunity to meet with a variety of experts 
from around the world, and they could interact, 
discuss, consult and share experience and ideas 
virtually without time zone limits, stressed Mr. 
Shivaam Sharma. This digitalization of education 
and trainings equip employees with a set of necessary 
expertise and skills, in order to catch up with a 
velocity of the global digital economy.

At the end, the students and relevant stakholders 
gained deep insights into the right leadership in the 
age of the four industrial revolutions from H.E. Dato 
Dr. Zulkarnain Hanafi, in particular from unique 
his experiences and personal leadership journey, and 
from the lecture of Mr. Shivaam Sharma. Dr. 
Chhun Vannak, on behalf of UC, conferred a token 
of appreciation and gifts to H.E. Dato Dr. Zulkarnain 
Hanafi, the honored guest speaker, to Mr. Shivaam 
Sharma, the distinguished speaker, and other 
delegates of Brunei Darussalum.

donation of ConStitUtional BookletS from the ConStitUtional CoUnCil of CamBodia to the UC College of law
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On 7 December 2019, The University of Cambodia held the 4th 
Annual Forum for Success: Education, Skills, Jobs, Networking, 
and Leadership. This one-day event was designed to allow 
participants to gain extra insight and knowledge from successful 
people in their respective industry.

The day was divided into two sessions and the format was 
similar to the World Economic Forum, with each session 
containing four to six speakers and one moderator from different 
colleges. The speakers presented on a topic for twelve minutes 

each before the moderator opened up a question and answer session with the audience. This discussion-
based forum enabled the participants to have more chances to engage in with our guest speakers and dive 
into a deeper understanding of the topic that they are interested in.

This is the fourth time that The University of Cambodia had hosted this event. Many outstanding speakers 
came to share on the topic on their respective field of expertise and why they have become successful. 
They shared their own experience as well as guidance to the students who joined in this memorable event. 
Some of the speakers were alumni from The University of Cambodia whose talent shines throughout the 
community. A few of the interesting tips that the speakers shared included how not be demotivated against 
the obstacles at hand, how to prepare yourself to be a successful diplomat and how to be a successful 
researcher.

Dr. Kao Kim Hourn, Founder, Chairman of the Board of Trustees and President of The University of 
Cambodia, emphasized in his opening remarks about the importance of learning outside the classroom as 
well as being exposed to a variety of experiences in the society and use that to their advantage to be 
successful in the future.

              

By Mr. Hor Kimheng, Acting Director of Office of Public Affairs, Communication and Alumni

The FourTh AnnuAl Forum ForSucceSS: educATion, SkillS.
JobS, neTworking And leAderShip

uC in ACtion
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The 4th Annual UC Career Fair 
By: Ms. Pheakphea Socheata, Assistant of Office of Public Affairs, Communications and Alumni

On December 14, 2019, The University of Cambodia 

hosted the 4th Annual UC Career Fair. 11 companies 

has participated in this annual event offering a wide 

selection of job opportunities for The University of 

Cambodia students as well as the public. The 

companies who took part in this year’s career fair 

were:

 ● Brown Coffee

 ● Legend Cinema

 ● DB Schenker

 ● Prince Bank

 ● Pel Prek

 ● Peng Hout

 ● Zando

 ● Smart Axiata

 ● Garden City water park

 ● CBS

 ● Hattha Kasekor

In addition, this event was interested in many 

students as well as the public participants. Lots of 

them came to join with a well-prepared CV and 

cover letter to have the walk-in-interview. The 

University of Cambodia hopes that this event helped 

the students to find excellent jobs before they 

graduated as well as understand how to be ready for 

uC in ACtion



By Mr. Travis Mitchell, Director of the Council for Research and Creativity

On Monday, 16 December 2019, The University 
of Cambodia conferred five Honorary Doctorate 
degrees in front of an audience of over 500 
participants at the SEATV Auditorium. Dr. Kao 
Kim Hourn, Founder, Chairman of the Board 
of Trustees, and President of The University of 
Cambodia, warmly welcomed the five recipients, 
as well as H.E. Mr. Sudirman Haseng, Ambassador 
of the Republic of Indonesia to the Kingdom of 
Cambodia. Dr. Kao Kim Hourn remarked that 
though these five individuals come from different 
fields and backgrounds, they all had notably 
achievements in their respective sector and had 
influenced society in an outstanding way. 
First, Dr. Kao Kim Hourn, Founder, Chairman 
of the Board of Trustees and President of The 
University of Cambodia, conferred an Honorary 
Doctorate degree in Political Science on H.E. 
Chuon Sovann, Vice Chairman of the National 
Authority for Combating Drugs with the Rank of 
Minister, for dedicating his professional career to 
the public sector in the hope of positively impacting 
the lives of all Cambodians, especially the youth. 
Then, Dr. Kao conferred an Honorary Doctorate 
degree in International Business on Mr. Adi 
Sugandi, Managing Director of Sritex Group, 
Indonesia, for his superior track record in business 
and unceasing entrepreneurial drive. Next, Mr. 
Rudy Huang, Managing Director of Khmer Rich 
Holdings Co., Ltd., received an Honorary Doctorate 
degree in International Business because he aptly 
demonstrated the ability 
to successfully manage different travel industry 
businesses, while adapting the objectives and 
targets to suit the particular market places.

Then, Dr. Kao awarded Ms. Natasya, Managing Partner 
at Argile Asia Partners, an Honorary Doctorate degree 
in International Finance for successfully managing 
several massive projects all over the Asia-Pacific 
region and helping companies navigate and overcome 
complex financial issues. Finally, Dr. M.A. Bintoro 
Dibyoseputro, Distinguished Socio-preneur and 
Businessman, was awarded an Honorary Doctorate 
degree in Social Development for dedicating himself 
to implementing social development projects in order 
to help citizens improve their lives.

The program closed with a vibrant photo session with 
the recipients, UC staff, and faculty.

conferment of the honorAry doctorAl degreeS on five 
outStAnding individuAlS
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By Mr. Travis Mitchell, Director of the Council for Research and Creativity

The 2nd UC Scholarship Awarding Ceremony 2019

On Monday, 16 December 2019, The University 
of Cambodia held the 2nd UC Scholarship 
Awarding Ceremony 2019 at the SEATV 
Auditorium with an audience of over 500 
participants. This event was designed to recognize 
and celebrate the recipients of the many 
prestigious scholarships that UC offered this 
year.
Dr. Nhor Sanhei, Vice President for Academic 
Affairs, delivered the welcome remarks and 
provided some background to the many 
scholarships that The University of Cambodia has 
conferred over the past sixteen years. Dr. Kao 
Kim Hourn, Founder, Chairman of the Board of 
Trustees, and President of The University of 
Cambodia, then gave the Keynote Address, which 
congratulated the students for receiving a 
prestigious scholarship and then offered them 
advice for their upcoming studies.

Then, the conferring of the scholarship certificates 

on the recipients began. First, H.E. Chuon Sovann,  
Vice Chairman of the National Authority for Combating 
Drugs with the Rank of Minister, conferred the official 
award certificates of the Samdech Techo Hun Sen’s 
Vision 500 Scholarships – 2019. 

Next, Dr. M.A. Bintoro Dibyoseputro, 
Distinguished Socio-preneur and Businessman, 
handed out the official award certificates of the 
Scholarships in Support of Human Resource 
Development in Cambodia Based on the 
Recommendations of Cambodian Distinguished 
Personalities.

Mr. Rudy Huang, Managing Director of Khmer 
Rich Holdings Co., Ltd., Mr. Adi Sugandi, 
Managing Director of Sritex Group, Indonesia, 
Ms. Natasya, Managing Partner at Argile Asia 
Partners, and H.E. Dr. Kao Kim Hourn then 
conferred the official award certificates of the 
Scholarships in Support of Human Resource 
Development in Cambodia.

Finally, Dr. Kao Kim Hourn closed the event by 
thanking the special guests for conferring the 
certificates, as well as the students for attending. 
Everyone then joined together for a jovial photo 
session. 

uC in ACtion
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ConteSSa meeting on teChniCal eqUipment 

By Mr. Travis Mitchell, Director of the Council for Research and Creativity

On Tuesday, 17 December 2019, two staff members 
from the Technical University of Dresden (TUD) 
met with the Management Team of The University 
of Cambodia as part of the CONTESSA project. 
CONTESSA (Contemporary Teaching Skills for 
South Asia) is a three-year one million dollar 
research project financed by the European 
Commission to improve teacher training via 
e-learning, and The University of Cambodia is one 
of the six global partners. This meeting was held to 
discuss the research framework and determine which 
technical equipment is appropriate for The University 
of Cambodia. 

Dr. Thomas Koehler and Mr. Orkhan Jalilov 
arrived at UC and met the following UC members: 
Mr. Travis Mitchell, National Coordinator for 
CONTESSA and Director of the Council for 
Research and Creativity; Dr. Nhor Sanhei, Vice 
President for Academic Affairs and Dean of the 
College of Education; Dr. Angus Munro, Vice 
President for Research, Development, and Policies; 
Ms. Chan Sreyroth, Director of Accounting and 
Finance; Mr. Ban Bunheng, Director of 
Administration and Inventory; Mr. Teav Chhun Nan, 
Dean of the College of Science and Technology; 
Mr. Norm Sinath, Director of HR; and Ms. Kong 
Ratana, Director of Registrar. 

First, after exchanging warm welcomes, Mr. 
Orkhan Jalilov gave a presentation on the research 
findings from March 2019. He focused on the 
expectations of the students on e-learning and 
provided information on the background of the 
Cambodian context. After completing his 
presentation, he asked for comments or clarifications, 
but the entire UC team agreed with his findings. 

Then, Dr. Thomas Koehler spoke more on the 
technical side of the project and confirmed a few 
things with the UC team. Then, he opened up the 
discussion for what we wanted and needed for the 
project. All the participants asked questions, clarified 
points, and came up with a few general points. 
Ultimately, UC has requested to have a video-
conferencing room supplied with the latest 
equipment, along with a smart classroom which 
would hold around 20 desktop computers. 

The TUD team will finalize the list and The 
University of Cambodia hopes to purchase the new 
equipment in the middle of 2020 so that we can 
launch our e-learning courses and improve the 
capacity of teacher trainers. 

uC in ACtion
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On 7 December 2019, Dr. Kao Kim Hourn, Founder, Chairman of the Board of Trustees and President of 
The University of Cambodia, hosted a meeting with all the faculty members at The University of Cambodia. 
He shared many different ideas on strengthening the University and driving it forward, in order to improve 
the quality and ensure our students have the best education possible. The President schedules this meeting 
with the faculty members every year in order to share information, receive feedback, and offer directions to 
the instructors.
In the meeting, the President shared his life-long experiences in education and raised several points. First, 
he advocated for faculty members to become more involved in research. He encouraged everyone to propose 
their own ideas, and asked them to publish their work in the UC publications. Having faculty members 
participate in research is essential in building a culture of research, so the President said he would do his 
best to support any initiative by the faculty. 
Second, the President encouraged the faculty members to respect the Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) 
of the University as well as read the UC Catalogs, both Graduate and Undergraduate, in order to fully 
comply with the Ministry of Education, Youth, and Sport (MoEYS). All of the University’s policies and 
standards are discussed in detail in these catalogs, so the instructors can learn a lot from them. 

Third, he discussed his plan to have a UC Board of Advisors for each College and School, which would 
contain at least one faculty member in each Board, in order to give advice and help guide the College or 
School. He asked for their cooperation and input, so that we can continue to strengthen UC.

The President then discussed establishing a seniority system for both part-time and full-time faculty 
members, and it would be based on standardized criteria in order to ensure fairness and transparency. He 
mentioned that we should strengthen our student services, and improve our technology labs for faculty 
members. UC can even establish a Faculty Club in order to have a formal mechanism to improve the 
processes of the University. 
He then opened the floor for a question and answer session, where some faculty members raised their own 
ideas for the University, including offering online registration and more capacity building opportunities in 
research. The President fully agreed with these ideas and appreciated their input on creating a stronger UC. 
This open discussion was very helpful and the faculty members expressed their gratitude for having a forum 
to exchange ideas.

UC preSident’S meeting with faCUlty memBerS 
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Mr. Travis Mitchell, Director of The Council for Research and Creativity ( CRC)

On December 26th, 2019, The University of Cambodia 
held the Fifteenth Annual Graduation Ceremony 
for Associate’s degree graduates, Bachelor’s degree 
graduates, Master’s degree graduates, and outstanding 
staff, faculty and students. The ceremony was held 
at the Southeast Asia Television Station (SEATV) 
Auditorium, and was highly presided over by H.E. Dr. 
Kao Kim Hourn, Founder, Chairman of the Board of 
Trustees, and President of The University of Cambodia (UC).

Te event began with a video clip on the history of UC’s 
graduations and then, Dr. Nhor Sanhei, Vice President 
for Academic Affairs at The University of Cambodia, 
reported about the background, academic programs, 
graduates, current students, faculty members, staff and 
the future plans of The University of Cambodia. He 
noted that in Academic Year 2018-2019, there were 381 
graduates (180 females), which included 70 Master’s 
degree graduates (27 females), 301 Bachelor’s degree 
graduates (151 females), and 10 Associate’s Degree (06 
females). Among this number were four outstanding 
graduates (3 females).

After that H.E. Dr. Kao Kim Hourn gave his 
welcoming remarks and congratulated all graduates, 
awardees, outstanding staff, faculty and students. In his 
speech he focused firstly on peace keeping; he said we 
have to accept the truth that the peace and security of 
the country let all students have a lot of opportunities 
to do anything, such as studying and working, due 
to this country being peaceful. He also expressed his 
appreciation, especially to the outstanding leaders of 
our country, namely Samdech Techo Hun Sen, for 
keeping peace and security. We should not forget our 
history, especially our parents who had experienced 
the genocide regime in the past.

Secondly, he said all students have a lot of dreams and 
goals that they need to achieve. For example, today all 
graduates achieved the first step of their dream which 
was not easy, but they have spent at least four to five 
years with a strong commitment and worked hard for 
their degree. Moreover, he shared that for every success, 
you must do your best, with passion, commitment, 
and hard work. He encouraged all graduates to pursue 
further education, and shape their knowledge, behavior 
and skills in order to help develop themselves, their 
families and our country which is adapting to the 
changes of the world.

THE FIFTEENTH ANNUAL GRADUATION CEREMONY  2019 AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBODIA
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THE FIFTEENTH ANNUAL GRADUATION CEREMONY  2019 AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBODIA

He also shared about the challenges or obstacles that we often meet in 
our life and as new intellectuals in the globalized world, we need to 
adapt and be flexible in life and transform every challenge to be our 
opportunity. He wanted all graduates to use their knowledge and grasp 
the opportunity because students today have more opportunities than 
ever before.

Finally, he suggested all graduates to be grateful to their faculty 
members and parents who devoted and supported their studies, and 
especially the biggest scholarship supporter, Samdech Techo Hun 
Sen. President also recommended all graduates as well as young 
intellectuals to look ahead to the future and encouraged them to 
develop themselves, their families, and their country. 

After completing his keynote address, H.E. Dr. Kao Kim Hourn presented awards for outstanding staff and 
faculty. Subsequently, Dr. Angus Munro, Vice President for Research, Development and Policies, presented the 
certificates to the outstanding students. 

Finally, H.E. Dr. Kao Kim Hourn conferred the degrees to all graduates. Thereafter, there was a photo session 
for all graduates, faculty, and staff. The annual graduation concluded with the remarks of Ms. San Kimnay, 
representative of UC’s graduating students 2019, on her life at The University of Cambodia.

The 15th Annual Graduation Ceremony came to an end at 5:00pm in a very enchanting atmosphere at the UC 
Campus. 
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The University of Cambodia (UC) would like to announce that it is embarking on an 
ambitious five-year fundraising campaign to secure $300 million so that we can provide 
even more opportunities to young Cambodian scholars across the country and ensure 
that every young person, despite his or her financial background, has access to quality 
education and a brighter future. 

This campaign, which will run from 1 July 2018 to 30 June 2023, coincides with our 
15th anniversary and is designed to support UC’s academic mission, vision and roadmap 
by emphasizing the following key areas: prioritizing students in pursuing their academic 
and professional goals; focusing on research, innovation and creativity; raising the 
standards of teaching and academic quality; and building modern learning and research 
environments.

The University of Cambodia has identified eleven key areas 
where funding is most needed in order to ensure that the University 
continues to deliver quality education and academic excellence for Cambodian youth:

Donors may contribute any type of capital or funds. Donations may also be in-kind, including computers, 
books, supplies, or other resources, or donors may provide their time or skills. Donors are also encouraged 
to make yearly pledges in order to maximize their impact.

For more information about donating to the UC Funding Campaign 2018-2023, please 
contact Ms. Chan Sreyroth at the Office of The University of Cambodia Foundation. 

It is my privilege to welcome you to our new school, the School of Foreign Languages (SFL) at The 
University of Cambodia (UC)! Established in early 2018 and recognized by the Ministry of Education, 
Youth and Sport (MoEYS), the School of Foreign Languages trains students in a wide range of languages 
in both non-degree and academic programs. The School consists of six language programs and offers 
courses in Chinese, English, French, Japanese, Korean and Thai with a special focus on the study of the 
language, communication, literature and culture. Students specializing in these areas will be fluent in a 
chosen language, exposed to cultures that are diverse from their own and will have learned to negotiate 
these cultural differences through the study and applied research of language and literature. In addition to 
the above languages, other languages will be added accordingly to meet the market’s needs. 

The School of Foreign Languages provides many interesting and up-to-date courses, mainly in English, to 
students and equips them with an in-depth knowledge and soft skills for life-long learning. The disciplines 
in the School play an important role in the global need for communication between people in the 21st 
century, not only in Southeast Asia but also with the rest of the world. Therefore, we believe that our well-
structured curricula and qualified faculty members will enable our graduates to successfully be recruited to 
high-paid jobs and serve the society at their best.

In addition, graduates from the School of Foreign Languages will have expanded personal horizons: they 
have access to the literature of other cultures as a means for personal enrichment. This promotes life-long 
learning through encouraging critical thinking and a broadening of the individual’s perspectives through 
the exposure to other cultures. 

We are very pleased to invite students, parents and guests to visit our Facebook page, website 
or campus or contact us at (855) 23 993 274, 23 993 276, 060 3333 46 or 093 777 991 to 
obtain more information about our study programs, and we really appreciate your tireless 
support.

                     We wish you good health and success! 
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The University of Cambodia (UC) would like to announce that it is embarking on an 
ambitious five-year fundraising campaign to secure $300 million so that we can provide 
even more opportunities to young Cambodian scholars across the country and ensure 
that every young person, despite his or her financial background, has access to quality 
education and a brighter future. 

This campaign, which will run from 1 July 2018 to 30 June 2023, coincides with our 
15th anniversary and is designed to support UC’s academic mission, vision and roadmap 
by emphasizing the following key areas: prioritizing students in pursuing their academic 
and professional goals; focusing on research, innovation and creativity; raising the 
standards of teaching and academic quality; and building modern learning and research 
environments.

The University of Cambodia has identified eleven key areas 
where funding is most needed in order to ensure that the University 
continues to deliver quality education and academic excellence for Cambodian youth:

Donors may contribute any type of capital or funds. Donations may also be in-kind, including computers, 
books, supplies, or other resources, or donors may provide their time or skills. Donors are also encouraged 
to make yearly pledges in order to maximize their impact.

For more information about donating to the UC Funding Campaign 2018-2023, please 
contact Ms. Chan Sreyroth at the Office of The University of Cambodia Foundation. 

It is my privilege to welcome you to our new school, the School of Foreign Languages (SFL) at The 
University of Cambodia (UC)! Established in early 2018 and recognized by the Ministry of Education, 
Youth and Sport (MoEYS), the School of Foreign Languages trains students in a wide range of languages 
in both non-degree and academic programs. The School consists of six language programs and offers 
courses in Chinese, English, French, Japanese, Korean and Thai with a special focus on the study of the 
language, communication, literature and culture. Students specializing in these areas will be fluent in a 
chosen language, exposed to cultures that are diverse from their own and will have learned to negotiate 
these cultural differences through the study and applied research of language and literature. In addition to 
the above languages, other languages will be added accordingly to meet the market’s needs. 

The School of Foreign Languages provides many interesting and up-to-date courses, mainly in English, to 
students and equips them with an in-depth knowledge and soft skills for life-long learning. The disciplines 
in the School play an important role in the global need for communication between people in the 21st 
century, not only in Southeast Asia but also with the rest of the world. Therefore, we believe that our well-
structured curricula and qualified faculty members will enable our graduates to successfully be recruited to 
high-paid jobs and serve the society at their best.

In addition, graduates from the School of Foreign Languages will have expanded personal horizons: they 
have access to the literature of other cultures as a means for personal enrichment. This promotes life-long 
learning through encouraging critical thinking and a broadening of the individual’s perspectives through 
the exposure to other cultures. 

We are very pleased to invite students, parents and guests to visit our Facebook page, website 
or campus or contact us at (855) 23 993 274, 23 993 276, 060 3333 46 or 093 777 991 to 
obtain more information about our study programs, and we really appreciate your tireless 
support.

                     We wish you good health and success! 
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On 24 to 25 October 2019, Mrs. KOY Nary, Assistant of the Handa Library of The University of Cambodia, 
participated in the program “Cataloguing Rules and Information Literacy” at the Cambodian Higher 
Education Association. The program was prepared by the Cambodian Higher Education Association, and 
more than 95 librarians from relevant institutions in Cambodia attended. 

The seminar aimed to disseminate and discuss generalities and the importance and rules of cataloging and 
informing literature. The first trainer, Mr. Wyn Thomas, focused on cataloguing, its purpose and development, 
and identifying the elements of books used in cataglogues. He also explained the cataloguing rules, 
specifically AACR2 and MARC21. Then, Ms. Mao Kolap discussed information literacy and talked about 
plagiarism, citations, and locating and evaluating information. All the librarians learned a lot from the two 
experts, and we are looking forward to utilizing the new information at the Handa Library. 

By:Mr. An Sopheak, Dean of the School of Creative Arts

On Friday, 11 October 2019, the Royal University of Phnom Penh’s 
Cambodia 21st Century Maritime Silk Road Research Center hosted 
a book launch in their Conference Hall on the 7th floor. They released 
“The Belt and Road Initiative and Its Implications for Cambodian 
Development” which discusses the potential opportunities and 
challenges of China’s Belt and Road Initiative and how it can impact 
different sectors in Cambodia. Mr. An Sopheak, Dean of the School of 
Creative Arts, attended on behalf of The University of Cambodia and 
learned more about how Cambodia will be impacted by the increase 
in Chinese investment in the short, medium, and long term.

Book Launch of “The Belt and Road Initiative and Its 
Implications for Cambodia’s Development“ 

HANDA LIBRARY PARTICIPATES IN WORkSHOP ON “CATALOGUING 
RULES AND INFORMATION LITERACY”

By: Ms. Koy Nary Assistant Library
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By: Dr. Nhor Sanhei, UC Vice President for Academic Affairs

On October 12, 2019, The Univeristy of Cambodia and 

AIP Foundation signed an MOU for a training course 

on traffic safety and model youth. The meeting started 

with Mr. Kim Panha, Director of AIP Foundation, 

raising up the points related to road safety and good 

ways to reduce the traffic accident rates all around 

Cambodia. Then Dr. Nhor Sanhei, UC Vice President 

for Academic Affairs, delivered a speech to highlight 

good ways to prevent accidents. At the end of the 

meeting, Mr. Kim Panha provided a summary and a 

recommendation for the key issues moving forward.
 

mou wiTh Aip FoundATion                
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On 24 to 25 October 2019, Mrs. KOY Nary, Assistant of the Handa Library of The University of Cambodia, 
participated in the program “Cataloguing Rules and Information Literacy” at the Cambodian Higher 
Education Association. The program was prepared by the Cambodian Higher Education Association, and 
more than 95 librarians from relevant institutions in Cambodia attended. 

The seminar aimed to disseminate and discuss generalities and the importance and rules of cataloging and 
informing literature. The first trainer, Mr. Wyn Thomas, focused on cataloguing, its purpose and development, 
and identifying the elements of books used in cataglogues. He also explained the cataloguing rules, 
specifically AACR2 and MARC21. Then, Ms. Mao Kolap discussed information literacy and talked about 
plagiarism, citations, and locating and evaluating information. All the librarians learned a lot from the two 
experts, and we are looking forward to utilizing the new information at the Handa Library. 

Meeting with “Education Team 11”

digital learning poliCieS in CamBodia 

On October 28, 2019, The University of Cambodia attended a workshop which aimed to promote digital 
learning policies in Cambodia to all Cambodian young learners as well as educators to be ready for that 
platform.

The workshop was addressed by H.E. Academician Hang Chuon Naron, Minister of Ministry of Education, 
Youth and Sport, and he stated that all students and educators have to be ready for the new platform of 
learning and teaching in the 21st century. Then a Facebook representative delivered a speech talking about 
the consolidation of apps to be useful for effective online classrooms.

At the end of the workshop, Mr. Sok Tha, Director of ICT Department at Ministry of Education, Youth and 
Sport, provided a summary and recommendations for key issues moving forward.  

By Dr. Chhun Vannak, Director of the ASEAN Study Center
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On November 18th-22th 2019, the Cambodian Red Cross gathered the representatives of the Cambodian 
Red Cross Youth (CRCY) and the advisors from 21 universities in Phnom Penh and 5 provinces, namely 
Kompot, Preah Sihanoukville, Kep, Koh Kong, and Takeo to join camping under the topic “YABC 
Camping of Youth as Agents of Behavioral Change” at the Trapaing Sangker Community, Teok Chhou 
District, Kompot province. The purpose of the camping trip was to make stronger youths of agents of 
positivity, as well as to develop the youth’s capacity to be brave. We also planted 1000 mangrove trees. 
Mr. Phorn Borey and Mr. Dy Vannchhai, both members of UCCRCY, represented The University of 
Cambodia on this camping trip. 

On the first day of camping, we were very tired but happy because when we arrived, CRC gave us work 
to do together and in the evening, we cooked spicy food together. After the meal, CRC gave a presentation 
on youths as agents of positive behavioral change for society and we had a campfire with all the CRCY 
members. 

In the early morning on the second day, all the CRCY members participated in exercise and ran around 
the camp and we cleaned the environment all morning. Afterwards, we had breakfast and then joined 
three sessions including Youth as Agents of Behavioral Change (YABC), Public Speaking and Facilitation 
(PSF), and HIV in Cambodia. 

Finally, on the last day of camping, all CRCY members took a boat and planted 1000 mangrove trees. 
We then visited Doung Te Resort where we stayed for four hours. Lastly, we headed back to Phnom Penh 
at 5pm and we arrived at the Office of the Cambodian Red Cross at 11pm. 

By: Leang Sopheakphallkun, Assistant to CMC
On November 22, 2019 the College of Media and Communications (CMC) of The University of Cambodia 
led 15 media students studying in year three for a study tour at Thmey Thmey, one of the well-known online 
news outlets in Cambodia. 

This study tour was led by May Titthara, a current faculty member of CMC, teaching news writing and 
reporting.  

Oeung Chomroern, Chief Editor of Thmey Thmey, discussed the history and background of Thmey Thmey 
to students, as well as shared his professional experiences in journalism leading him to join the news outlet 
which has been developing rapidly and has gained popularity at the moment.  

Students got some tips shared from staff and the seniors working at Thmey Thmey, who come from various 
backgrounds of education, not just from media. 

This is not the first time that the College of Media and Communications (CMC) has taken students to 
observe and do study tours at other related institutions. 

Media Students Prepare for Short Film Festival 
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In Phnom Penh, October 31-November 1, 2019, Dr. Chhun Vannak, 
on behalf of The University of Cambodia and the ASEAN Study 
Center, took part in  the Conference on “ASEAN-EU Relations: 
Navigating Divides, Deeping Cooperation.” The Conference was co-
organized by the Cambodian Institute for Cooperation and Peace 
(CICP) and the European Union Delegation to Cambodia, chaired by 
H.E. Ambassador Pou Sothirak and Mr. Lucas Cibor, Deputy Head of 
Mission of the EU Delegation to ASEAN. It was attended by ASEAN 
member country representatives, ambassadors of the European Union 

member states, Cambodian senators and parliamentarian members, researchers, politicians, scientists, 
rectors, deans, academicians, professors and students over 150 participants.

The ASEAN-EU Relations Conference was to strengthen the vitally increasing relations between ASEAN 
and EU in order to be well-prepared for the 13th Asia-Europe Summit to be held in Phnom Penh in 2020. It 
was also focused on facilitating deeper and more effective dialogue regarding the political, security and 
economic issues among regional and international experts from the EU and ASEAN. It held five sessions 
for the two day discussion as follows: Session I on Reality Check: ASEAN-EU Past and Future Relations; 
Session II on The Relevance of ASEAN to EU: Responses and Collaborations; Session III on EU’s 
Constructive Role in ASEAN: Expanding Engagements; Session IV on ASEAN-EU Partnership: Addressing 
Global Challenges and Session V on Open and Free Discussion.

The two-day conference brought about the outcomes as identified below:
 1.Having illustrated good common will between the EU and ASEAN for the effective preparation 
and organization of the 13th Asia-Europe Summit in Phnom Penh, Cambodia in 2020.

 2.Forming a better strategic partnership among the two regions.
 3.Addressing climate change and environmental issues together.
 4.Building trust for bettering EU-ASEAN relations.
 5.Recognizing the EU’s role to provide assistance to ASEAN in building a stronger institution.

 6.Facing globalized challenges and issues, the EU and ASEAN finding common grounds to tackle 
traditional and non-traditional security matters and those related to trade and economy through their 
better facilitation and cooperation.

By Dr. Chhun Vannak, Director of the ASEAN Study Center

              Conference on “ASEAN-EU Relations:             Navigating Divides, Deeping Cooperation”
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              Conference on “ASEAN-EU Relations:             Navigating Divides, Deeping Cooperation”

Dr. Chhun Vannak, as a lead interventionist in the Conference, provided key remarks relevant to the future 
EU-ASEAN relations during Session V discussion, such as: 1. Building on the existing commonality 
between the EU and ASEAN; 2. Adopting a comprehensive framework of the EU-ASEAN cooperation in 
the areas of environment, sustainable development, green growth, economic development, Sustainable 
Developmental Goals, peace and security and so on; 3. Enhancing social governance, driven by strong 
institution, rule-based system, good governance principles, mutual accountability, and digitalization 
cooperation, and 4. Engaging in confidence and trust building for better long-term relations among the EU-
ASEAN citizens and stakeholders.

 

The ASEAN-EU Relations Conference was concluded with forward-looking cooperation on security, peace, 
stability, environmental safeguard, finance, trade, economy, technology, sustainable development, on the 
basis of mutual interest, trusty strategic partnership, increasing interdependence of the relevant developmental 
areas between the European and ASEAN regions. It also presented policy recommendations on jointly 
organizing the 13th Asia-Europe Summit effectively in 2020, based on a principle of a rule-based institutions, 
simplicity and flexibility, as well as mutual dependence. 
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Introducing...
   Partners of UC

 The University of Cambodia  understands the importance of cultivating meaningful relationships locally 
and internationally, and thus is excited to announce the implementation of a new program called, Partners 
of UC. This program aims to expand the UC family to include organizations and institutions throughout 
Cambodia and abroad, who support the mission, spirit and purpose of UC. Collaboration between Partners 
and UC will be mutually beneficial, and will create a large network of innovative individuals that can be used 
to support personal, institutional, and national development. 
 Partners of UC will be invited to speak to students, faculty and staff regarding their individual 
specialties, display products on campus and at UC events, and offer internships or employment to our talented 
students. In addition, Partners are encouraged to work alongside UC management to develop and enhance 
university curriculum and human resource development. 



moU with the miniStry of women’S affairS 

On November 14, 2019, The University of Cambodia and the Ministry of Women’s Affairs signed an MOU 
to enhance cooperation on gender equity and education opportunities. 

The MoU signing started with Ministry of Women’s 
Affairs representative, talking about the roles and 
responsibilities of women in the communities as 
well as career and education opportunities. Then Dr. 
Nhor Sanhei, UC Vice President for Academic 
Affairs, gave a speech about how the University can 
help prepare female students to be ready for 
university life and get ahead in their future career.

At the end of the MoU signing, there was summary 
and recommendations from the Ministry of Women’s Affairs representative with very good remarks. 

On November 18th-22th 2019, the Cambodian Red Cross gathered the representatives of the Cambodian 
Red Cross Youth (CRCY) and the advisors from 21 universities in Phnom Penh and 5 provinces, namely 
Kompot, Preah Sihanoukville, Kep, Koh Kong, and Takeo to join camping under the topic “YABC Camping 
of Youth as Agents of Behavioral Change” at the Trapaing Sangker Community, Teok Chhou District, 
Kompot province. The purpose of the camping trip was to make stronger youths of agents of positivity, as 
well as to develop the youth’s capacity to be brave. We also planted 1000 mangrove trees. Mr. Phorn Borey 
and Mr. Dy Vannchhai, both members of UCCRCY, represented The University of Cambodia on this 
camping trip. 

On the first day of camping, we were very tired but happy because when we arrived, CRC gave us work to 
do together and in the evening, we cooked spicy food together. After the meal, CRC gave a presentation on 
youths as agents of positive behavioral change for society and we had a campfire with all the CRCY 
members. 

In the early morning on the second day, all the CRCY members participated in exercise and ran around the 
camp and we cleaned the environment all morning. Afterwards, we had breakfast and then joined three 
sessions including Youth as Agents of Behavioral Change (YABC), Public Speaking and Facilitation (PSF), 
and HIV in Cambodia. 

Finally, on the last day of camping, all CRCY members took a boat and planted 1000 mangrove trees. We 
then visited Doung Te Resort where we stayed for four hours. Lastly, we headed back to Phnom Penh at 
5pm and we arrived at the Office of the Cambodian Red Cross at 11pm. 

CrCy Camping for yoUth aS agentS of BehaVioral Change 

By: Mr. Phorn Borey and Dy Vannchhai, UCCRCY Members

 
UC Bulle t in

The

If you wish to provide articles, comments, complaints, or suggestions for the improvement of the UC Bulletin, or 
you would like to apply for a student internship, please contact Mr. Travis Mitchell, at director_crc@uc.edu.kh

CrCy Camping for yoUth aS agentS of BehaVioral Change 
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CrCy Camping for yoUth aS agentS of BehaVioral Change 

By Dr. Chhun Vannak, Director of the ASEAN Study Center

the laUnCh of “noVemBer 2019 CamBodia eConomiC Update”

On November 27, 2019, Dr. Chhun Vannak, a 
representative of The University of Cambodia and the 
ASEAN Study Center, attended the National Workshop 
on “The Launch of 2019 Cambodia Economic Update.”  
The Workshop was organized by the World Bank in 
partnership with Cambodia’s relevant line ministries 
with more than 100 participants ranging from  
representatives of international organizations, 
representatives of countries in Southeast Asia, 
representatives of Cambodia’s line ministries, business 
firms, investors, researchers, scientists, rectors, deans, 
academicians, professors, development partners and 
relevant stakeholders.
The Launch Workshop aimed at informing the public and 
relevant stakeholders about Cambodia’s economic 
growth update and assessing Cambodia’s recent 
macroeconomic developments. It also raised economic 
outlook, risks, and policy options for sustaining growth 
and reducing poverty, while upgrading the country’s 
economy in terms of its global value chains.
In the opening speech, Ms. Inguna Dobraja, the World 
Bank Country Manager for Cambodia, underscored the 
necessity of a much more sophisticated policy mix of 
Cambodia to move into an advanced stage of 
manufacturing and services. She provided the major 
way-forwards by suggesting that Cambodia deepen trade 
agreements, lower barriers to trade, continue improving 
education, and upgrading labour skills. 
The economic update report 2019 of the World Bank 
found that Cambodia achieved high economic 
performance among a few economies in the East Asia 
and Pacific region. Its economic outlooks were 
demonstrated as still picking up robust real growth, 
estimated to maintain its velocity of over7.0 percent in 
2020, despite a slight drop relative to 7.5 percent in 2018. 
Cambodia’s economic growth keeps on progressing 
primarily by expansion of exports, investment, and 
internal demand.
In the 2019 Economic Report, Cambodia has been well 
progressing its economic development and advancing its 
economy. The country has opened up its borders to 
international trade and investment through its open sky 
policy, open economic policy, privatization and 
liberalization of finance and investment, as well as its 
participation into the global economy, oriented by global 
value chains being propelled by the export-oriented 
garment and footwear industry. Essentially, the influx of 
foreign direct investments into Cambodia, attracted by a 
large pool of low-skill, low-wage labor and preferential 
access to major exports markets did fully facilitate the 
country’s fast deep integration into ASEAN markets and 
the manufacturing global value chains.

At the Economic Update Report launch, Chea Sopheak, 
the Deputy Director of Macroeconomic and Fiscal Policy 
Department of the Ministry of Economy and Finance, 
expressed that Cambodia’s economic growth was not 
only partly attributed to reasonable labor costs in the 
garment sector relative to other developing countries, but 
also partly ascribed to the US’ Generalised System of 
Preferences (GSP) agreement. 
The World Bank’s Economic Update report provided a 
key policy recommendation to Cambodia to increase its 
competitiveness and performance in the international 
economy in the areas of efficient administration, effective 
service delivery, facilitation and deregulations. The 
public institutions shall facilitate trade through flexible 
deregulated measures, lowering logistics costs and 
removing the red tape, and a six-day reduction in the 
number of publicly observed holidays in 2020.
As an interventionist in the Economic Update Launch 
workshop, Dr. Chhun Vannak, pointed out Cambodia’s 
robust inclusive green growth with 7.5 percent in 2018, 
driven by the strong export performance and domestic 
demand. He portrayed such resilient stable macroeconomic 
green growth as partly due to garment and footwear 
exports, composed of 70 percent of the total merchandise 
exports, grew at 17.7 percent in 2018, construction boom 
reflecting a sustained hunger for investments. ‘The 
inclusive growth is strongly supported by the green 
tourism dynamics; international visitors rose to 11.2 
percent in June 2019, relative to only 10.7 percent in 
2018. The 40 percent of foreign visitors arrive from 
China. This resilient growth is pushed for by the growing 
domestic consumption bred by a hike in the local and 
foreign direct investments,’ stressed Dr. Chhun Vannak.
The Economic Update launch workshop ended with 
potential economic outlooks for Cambodia. It motivated 
investors and business persons to put their stakes in a 
variety of industry categories. This includes the 
digitalization of economy and education, green growth, 
sustainable development, infrastructure development, 
tourism, garment, green construction, technologies, 
human capital, agro-industry and industrial 
diversification.
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prime miniSter’S meeting with Chea memBerS

By: Nhor Sanhei, UC Vice President for Academic Affairs
20 students from the College of Media and 
Communications (CMC) participated in the conference 
at the third Southeast Asia Video Festival for Children 
under the theme “United in Love” at the Sunway 
Hotel on November 29, 2019. 

The workshop gave students the opportunity to watch 
short films from different countries such as Cambodia, 
Brunei, Philippines, Vietnam and more. Students also 
discussed and commented on films and voted on their 
favorite films having the theme relating to children’s 
rights. 

Most importantly, students gained a lot of new experiences in filming through comments from participants, 
viewers and producers. 
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media StUdentS Join Video feStiVal on Children’S rightS 

By BUN Sophal, Associate Dean of CMC

20 students from the College of Media and Communications (CMC) participated in the conference at the 
third Southeast Asia Video Festival for Children under the theme “United in Love” at the Sunway Hotel 
on November 29, 2019. 

The workshop gave students the opportunity to watch short films from different countries such as 
Cambodia, Brunei, Philippines, Vietnam and more. Students also discussed and commented on films and 
voted on their favorite films having the theme relating to children’s rights. 

Most importantly, students gained a lot of new experiences in filming through comments from participants, 
viewers and producers. 
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      the 3rd forUm on aSean-China priVate higher edUCation deVelopment and Cooperation and the 1St annUal meeting 

of aSean-China allianCe of priVate higher edUCation inStitUtionS 
By: Dr. Chhun Vannak, Director of the ASEAN Study Center

The University of Cambodia (The UC) represented by Dr. Chhun Vannak, 
Director of the ASEAN Study Center (ASC), attended the 3rd Forum on 
ASEAN-China Private Higher Education Development and Cooperation and 
the 1st Annual Meeting of ASEAN-China Alliance of Private Higher Education 
Institutions  (ACAPHEI) under the theme “Innovation Focus and Effectiveness, 
New Practices and New Blueprint of ASEAN-China Private Higher Education 
Cooperation in the Context of Joint Construction of the Belt and Road.” The 
event was held from 11th to 13th December 2019 at the University of Sanya, 
Sanya Hainan, China. The 3rd Forum and the 1st Annual Meeting of the 
ACAPHEI were directed by Ms. Tan Ping, Vice Mayor of Sanya City, Dr. Lu 

Tan, President of the University of Sanya, Dr. Chantavit Sujatanond, Centre Director of SEAMEO RIHED and 
H.E. Mr. Vladimir Norov, Secretary-General, Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO), with over 100 participants 
from 18 higher education institutions in Southeast Asia and China.

The meetings targeted at enhancing higher education cooperation between education institutions in China and those 
of ASEAN countries, exchanging experiences and modern approach of education using information technology, and 
improving quality of the private higher education system.

During the opening remarks, Prof. Lu Tan stressed, ‘…When China and ASEAN communicate with each other, we 
went to their universities’ campuses and figured out their education. Then, we realized that we could be each other’s 
center.’

Ms. Tan Ping, Vice Mayor of Sanya City, in her opening speech placed high value on Sanya and the Universities 
there as catalysts for higher education cooperation and investments from institutions and universities from ASEAN. 
According to her description, Sanya is a strategic location in Hainan playing an important role in the Belt and Road 
Initiative. The Chinese government has developed the city making Hainan a free trade zone. In that regard, Sanya 
keeps opening up opportunities for universities and enterprises in ASEAN, SCO and China to communicate and 
cooperate. The Vice Mayor Tan Ping expressed with hope, ‘…This forum would be helpful for China and ASEAN 
to explore new area, new methods and new idea of higher education which could contribute to writing new contents 
of this cooperation.’
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      the 3rd forUm on aSean-China priVate higher edUCation deVelopment and Cooperation and the 1St annUal meeting 

of aSean-China allianCe of priVate higher edUCation inStitUtionS 

Dr. Chantavit Sujatanond, Centre Director of SEAMEO RIHED explained to the participants the SEAMEO RIHED 
as the Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Organization Regional Centre for Higher Education and Development. 
She underscored the importance of partnership, in particular ‘partnering up with SEAMEO RIHED in facilitating 
people-to-people connectivity across borders.’

Dr. Chantavit Sujatanond was optimistic about the 3rd Forum and the 1st Annual ACHAPHEI meetings being 
able to increase cooperation on higher education, quality improvement and exchanges among education institutions 
and universities in ASEAN and China. The Centre Director of SEAMEO RIHED said, ‘Private higher education 
institutions have the distinct advantage in leading changes and innovation, and meeting the demands of the market, 
thus being able to deliver the best opportunities for students to develop skills and vision to become global citizens 
and future leaders for a prosperous future.’

In addressing the participants, H.E. Mr. Vladimir Norov, Secretary-General, Shanghai Cooperation Organisation 
(SCO) pointed out, ‘There is every reason to believe that the current Forum will be crowded with great success, as 
the highly professional composition of participants will strengthen practical cooperation in priority areas of activity, 
identify new ways and methods to improve the education process, and the organization exchanges between students 
and scientists.’

As a speaker in the 3rd Forum and the 1st ACHAPHEI, Dr. Chhun Vannak, Director of the ASEAN Study Center, 
The University of Cambodia, raised four main elements for cooperation and interactions among higher educations, 
including 1. Digitalizing an education platform, 2. Open dialogues on quality of higher education 3. Integrating 
contents from industry into the higher education programs and 4. Creating ASEAN-China Think-Tanks for the 
overall development in the region and the betterment of education systems.
As for the outcomes, the meetings agreed on exploring new paths to promote innovative collaboration and 
development of ASEAN-China private universities through ACAPHEI; promoting ASEAN-China Media Exchange 
and Cooperation Year; establishing an online information platform to promote exchanges and cooperation among 
universities; and enhancing cooperation with universities of SCO member states. The 2nd Annual Meeting of 
ACHAPHEI was decided to take place in Bangkok in 2020.

The ASEAN Study Center (ASC) would like to announce a book drive to create UC’s very own  ASEAN 
Library. Donated books related to ASEAN Nations’ domestic and international affairs will make a lasting 
impact on the UC community.  It makes a huge difference to have such books at our center in order for 
students to learn from the many admirable ASEAN leaders that have helped transform our dynamic ASEAN 
Community.  As we count down to the ASEAN Economic Community, the ASEAN Study Center (ASC) will 
do all we can to help raise awareness and understanding of our diverse community. 

If individuals or institutions would like to donate resources to help build ASC’s capacity to promote ASEAN 
awareness, please take a few minutes to come visit our center.  Dr. Chhun Vannak, our Director, is always 
available to set up a visit for you, or to answer any questions you may have. Please don’t hesitate to call him 
at 070-538-510, or email him at director_asc@uc.edu.kh.

Book Drive for the     
         ASEAN Study Center
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media StUdentS Join workShop: newS writing on SeCUritieS 
and digital information

By Leang Sopheakphallkun, Assistant of CMC
On December 12, 2019, twelve students from the College of Media and 
Communications (CMC) of The University of Cambodia (UC) participated in 
the Securities and Exchange Commission workshop on news writing entitled 
“The effectiveness of information dissemination in digital economy and 
securities.”

The seminar aimed to continue to raise awareness and promote news writing on 
the dissemination of information related to the securities market more broadly 
and to inform the media practitioners to better understand the current and 

effective information dissemination to the public by using technology in the current digital economy.

The dissemination workshop was divided into four sections: (1) Updates and use of yechnology in the Cambodian 
securities sector; (2) Information and market effectiveness; (3) Trading equipment, indexes, and management 
regulations; and (4) Methods for analyzing information and writing comparative articles. 

This was one of many workshops related to news writing and media that students from the College of Media and 
Communications have attended.
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Request for Scholarship Funding

The University of Cambodia 

FOUNDATION
The University of Cambodia (UC) is requesting 

funding to support its UC Scholarship Program. 
A large majority of potential Cambodian 

university students are unable to afford the tuition 
fees to attend a local university, so the Scholarship 
Program is critical to alleviate this major obstacle to 
self-advancement. At the same time, funding for the 
Scholarship Program helps the university to cover its 
operating expenses and maintain its high academic 
standards. 

Although much development progress has been 
made in the past two decades, the consequences 
of Cambodia’s recent history continue to limit 
the formation and development of skills among 
Cambodian youth, particularly those most affected by 
exclusionary factors such as poverty, gender, ethnicity, 
and geographic remoteness. The UC Scholarship 
Program is a targeted effort to support the educational 
development of high-achieving Cambodian students 
across the country, so they can develop the necessary 
skills and competency to become knowledgeable 
employees and engaged citizens. 

At this time, a large majority of Cambodian students 
need financial assistance to pursue and complete their 
higher degree programs and have other enriching 
educational opportunities. Roughly 80 percent of 
the 3,000+ students enrolled at UC are on full or 
partial scholarships, made possible by generous 
donors. The university anticipates that this figure 
will remain high for several years until a majority of 
Cambodian families are financially secure enough 
to make this investment on their own. Additionally, 
there are currently no government agencies or private 
institutions that offer student loans to Cambodian 
students to help them pay for university tuition, living 
expenses, or learning enrichment opportunities that 
include research, internships, and teaching.

The university is seeking financial and in-kind 
donations to create more scholarships for students 
in need. Scholarships are awarded to students who 
score highest on a competitive exam targeted towards 
impoverished students, students from rural areas, 
ethnic minority students, and female students. 

Funding in the Scholarship Program will substantially 
help UC raise the standards for research, critical 
thinking, innovation, and problem solving—the 
ultimate goal is for UC students to be marketable not 
only in Cambodia, but also regionally and globally. By 
providing access to high-quality learning opportunities 
for students, as well as emphasizing fluency in the 
English language for students in the International 
Track, UC trains and prepares its students to make 
strong, positive contributions to Cambodian society 
through social and economic development.

If you would like to contribute to the UC Scholarship 
Program and give students across the country the 
opportunity to live their dreams and change lives, 
please contact UC Foundation representatives to help 
give the gift that matters most, a higher education.

Ms. Chan Sreyroth
Director of Accounting & Finance 
The University of Cambodia
director_finance@uc.edu.kh

The University of Cambodia FOUNDATION
Northbridge Road  P.O. Box 917  Sangkat Toek Thla  
Khan San Sok
Phnom Penh, Kingdom of Cambodia  Tel: (855-23) 
993-274  Fax: (855-23) 993-284
www.universityofcambodiafoundation.org
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 Cambodia Magazine

 Europrean Commission

 Health Time Magazine

 India Embassy

 Mr. Heng Vithy

 National Bank of Cambodia

 QS

Dr. Haruhisa Handa, Chairman, International Foundation for Arts and Culture

Thank you to all individuals and institutions who have lent their support to the University of Cambodia. We hope to have included a 
complete list of those who have made financial and in-kind contributions to UC, and express our sincerest apologies to any individual or 
institution we have forgotten. If you have contributed to the University of Cambodia and are not present on the list, please write our editor 
at Bulletin@uc.edu.kh so we can add your name in the next edition. 

IN-KIND DONATIONS

Supporters
U N I V E R S I T Y

FOUNDATION
The University of Cambodia 

INDIVIDUAL SUPPORTERS


